PARTICIPATED IN AWARENESS ACTIVITIES ON SAFE SHELTER & BUILD BACK BETTER.

HOUSEHOLD ORIENTED

19,175

THAT FORMULATED LOCAL DISASTER RESPONSE MANAGEMENT PLAN AND RECEIVED CAPACITY BUILDING AND AWARENESS PACKAGE ON DISASTER RISK REDUCTION.

COMMUNITY IDENTIFIED

8

PROJECT RELATED TO DISASTER RISK REDUCTION IMPLEMENTED.

RESOURCE CENTER/ INFORMATION CENTER

1

ESTABLISHED WITH OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE PLAN FORMULATED.

LOCAL ARTISANS TRAINED

1,362

ON EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT BUILDING TECHNIQUES WITH INCLUSIVE AND DISABLE FRIENDLY CONCEPT

MODEL HOUSES

4

CONSTRUCTED INCLUDING INCLUSIVE AND DISABLE FRIENDLY STRUCTURE, TOILET, RAINWATER HARVESTING.

20 VDCs

THAT FORMULATED LOCAL DISASTER RESPONSE MANAGEMENT PLAN AND RECEIVED CAPACITY BUILDING AND AWARENESS PACKAGE ON DISASTER RISK REDUCTION.

NEPAL

FACTSHEET

SHELTER

RECOVERY AND RECONSTRUCTION

DHADING

SINDHUPALCHOWK

GORKHA

SHERPAKHAWAR

DREING

GULTA

 resource center/information center

1

established with operation and maintenance plan formulated.

local artisans trained

1,362

on earthquake resistant building techniques with inclusive and disable friendly concept.

household oriented

19,175

participated in awareness activities on safe shelter & build back better.

community identified

8

project related to disaster risk reduction implemented.

model houses

4

constructed including inclusive and disable friendly structure, toilet, rainwater harvesting.

20 VDCs

that formulated local disaster response management plan and received capacity building and awareness package on disaster risk reduction.
Dhading, Sindhupalchowk, Gorkha, NEPAL

FACTSHEET

WASH

RECOVERY AND RECONSTRUCTION

VDCS DECLARED ODF

13

DWS CONSTRUCTED/REPAIRED/REHABILITATED.

HOUSEHOLD AND INDIVIDUAL REACHED THROUGH UNIVERSALLY ACCESSIBLE EARTHQUAKE RESILIENT HHS/ INSTITUTIONAL AND PUBLIC LATRINES CONSTRUCTED/ REPAIRED/REHABILITATED

7,693

HHs REACHED THROUGH HYGIENE PROMOTION ACTIVITIES

LOCAL WASH COMMITTEES CAPACITATED TO ADDRESS WASH NEEDS AND ENSURING THAT WOMEN’S REPRESENTATION IN MANAGEMENT IS AT LEAST 33%.

GENDER RESPONSIVE

804

SAFE, ADEQUATE AND EQUALLY ACCESSIBLE DWS CONSTRUCTED/REPAIRED/REHABILITATED.
**Factsheet**

**Food Security and Livelihood**

**1,704**
Households provided with small livestock restocking with fodder, forage, medicines, and shed reconstruction materials.

**51**
Irrigation structures reconstructed and rehabilitated.

**14,567**
Farmers/co-operative members/stakeholders/market actors participated in capacity building events i.e. trainings, exposure visit etc.

**27,877**
Households provided with agricultural input & support and supply - seeds, seeds storage, agriculture toolkits & agriculture machinery support.

**7,395**
Households provided with cash: from cow & multipurpose grant.

**1,757**
HH supported for resilient livelihood (set of plastic tunnel, plastic, drip, seed).

**192**
Poor, vulnerable and socially excluded people supported through off farm enterprise.

**12**
Cooperative building/vegetable collection/storage center construction and operation support.
7
HEALTH FACILITIES SUPPORTED WITH STRENGTHENED ORAL REHYDRATION THERAPY (ORT) CORNERS

5
HEALTH FACILITIES SUPPORTED WITH INFECTIOUS DISEASE PREVENTION TRAINING AND SUPPORT FOR HEALTH CARE WASTE MANAGEMENT LOGISTICS.

2
HEALTH FACILITY PRE FAB BUILDINGS CONSTRUCTED

2
HEALTH FACILITIES SUPPORTED WITH EQUIPMENT AND FURNITURE
**FACTSHEET**

**GENDER BASED VIOLENCE**

- **84** Individuals present at the celebration of **INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY**, 16 Days of Activism Against GBV
- **8,709** Individuals who received Gender Awareness Orientation at Community Level
- **168** Care and partner staff who received basic and advance levels Gender Integration trainings
- **22,743** Households that receive Awareness Programs on GBV related issues through IEC materials, community theatre/drama and radio messages.
- **450** Case Management Support (Case Referral Support) to GBV survivors provided
- **4** Events conducted to develop, implement and monitor Gender Mainstreaming tools
- **15,166** Individuals who received Gender Awareness Orientation at Community Level

**Care and Partner Staff**
- Who received basic and advance levels Gender Integration trainings

**CARE AND PARTNER STAFF**
- Who received basic and advance levels Gender Integration trainings

**HOUSEHOLDS**
- That receive Awareness Programs on GBV related issues through IEC materials, community theatre/drama and radio messages.

**INDIVIDUALS**
- Who received Gender Awareness Orientation at Community Level
**Factsheet**

**Disaster Risk Reduction**

**Recovery and Reconstruction**

- **15 VDCs**
- **15 LDRMPS**
- **15 VCAS**

VDCs/LDRMPS/VCAS supported through integration and implementation of risk sensitive planning/DRR into local government’s recovery, reconstruction and development plans.

- **41**

District DRR resource persons trained on community based disaster preparedness and mainstreaming DRR into development and recovery/reconstruction programmes.

- **60**

VDCs/DMCs formed and trained on community level disaster management.

- **2**

Member’s safety net developed.

- **21 Schools**

Where disaster management plans prepared, training implemented and monitoring report prepared.

- **1,005**

Number of households reached with community mobilization and orientation on safe school and build back better.

- **8 Schools**

Provided with schools emergency equipment - 8, school in a box kit-8, mock drills -0, and materials for libraries.

- **1 Basket Fund**

Rs

- **1,005**

People reached through mass awareness events on DRR.

- **8 Participants**

Provided with master TOT on safe construction technologies.

**Gorkha**

- **Sindhupalchowk**

- **Makwanpur**

- **Dhading**